
Math Kits/Games 
 
Algeblocks kit 
Algebra Alive! 
Algebra fun ''die'': dice kit / 
Algebra tiles 
Algebra tiles for the overhead projector 
Angle on Geometry desktop sectors 
Anglegs classpack 
Attribute blocks 
Base ten blocks Kit 
CenterStage math: Geometry / 
CenterStage math: Level 2: Problem Solving 
CenterStage math: number operations & algebra 
Cuisenaire rods 
Digi-Block 
Do you wanna bet? 
Domino math: book A: grades 1-4 
Double dare you: amazing math games using 
double 
Every Day Counts: calendar math 
Exploring math: an intervention and reinforcement 
Exploring statistics in the elementary grades Bo 
Folding geometric shapes 
Fraction cubes and spheres 
Fraction Factory Sets 
Fraction tower equivalency cubes: classroom bas 
Fractions 
Geoboards 
Geometric solids resource kit 
Geometry 
Grandfather Tang's story 
Hands-on teaching H.O.T. strategies for using math 
Hex-a-Links 
If you made a million  
In all probability: investigations in probability 
Inchworms 
Interlocking fraction circles: grades 2-6 
Just for coins primary 
Just for rainbow cubes intermediate 
Liquid measurement kit 
Mastering the world of angles with the master an 
Math by all means money grades 1-2 
Math by all means probability grades 1-2 
Math by all means probability grades 3-4 

Math Games: 300 games for learning and enjoying 
Math Line: concept-building system 
Math Line: concept-building system 
Measurement kit 
Mini Dominoes 
Mira math for elementary school 
Money Kit 
Number sense 
Pattern blocks 
Pigs at odds 
Pigs will be pigs 
Polygon shapes kit 
Polyhedra Dice: set of 105 
Power play place value games for kids  
Probability & data 
Problem solving with polyhedra dice 
Radical math: card and dice games for grades 6 
Rainbow (cm) cubes 
Ready, set, throw! 
Reflection kit 
Slope intercept form flash cards 
Small Cubes Assorted Small Cubes 
Start with manipulatives for staff development 
Stratedice 
Super graphs, venns, & glyphs hundreds of great 
Tangrams 
The $1.00 word riddle book / 
The algebra game: conic sections 
The algebra game: linear graphs 
The algebra game: quadratic equations 
The algebra game: trig functions 
The Box of Facts: addition and subtraction 
The Box of Facts: multiplication and division 
The master ruler 
The Super source Probability and statistics 
The Think Tank: computation and number sense 
The Think Tank: thinking mathematically and p 
Triangle flash cards addition and subtraction 
Trig Tray 
Where's Wilma: graphing in the four quadrants 
Where's Wilson: graphing in the first quadrant 
XY pegboard: classroom set of 30 
Y Yes! Second variable algebra tile set 


